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ABSTRACT
A user study was conducted to compare the performance
of three methods for map navigation with mobile devices.
These methods are joystick navigation, the dynamic peep-
hole method without visual context, and the magic lens
paradigm using external visual context. The joystick method
is the familiar scrolling and panning of a virtual map keep-
ing the device itself static. In the dynamic peephole method
the device is moved and the map is fixed with respect to
an external frame of reference, but no visual information is
present outside the device’s display. The magic lens method
augments an external content with graphical overlays, hence
providing visual context outside the device display. Here too
motion of the device serves to steer navigation. We compare
these methods in a study measuring user performance, mo-
tion patterns, and subjective preference via questionnaires.
The study demonstrates the advantage of dynamic peephole
and magic lens interaction over joystick interaction in terms
of search time and degree of exploration of the search space.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—input devices and strategies, interaction styles

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors

Keywords
maps, navigation, mobile devices, camera phones, interac-
tion techniques, camera-based interaction, handheld displays,
spatially aware displays, augmented reality
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1. INTRODUCTION
Map navigation with handheld devices helps mobile users

to understand and explore their current place. But maps
shown on handheld devices suffer from small display size and
low resolution. It is often difficult to identify locations and
landmarks on these maps. Traditional scrolling and panning
interfaces with joystick or touch screen input offer only lim-
ited support in exploring large-scale maps on small displays.
We investigate alternative map navigation techniques that
are based on the dynamic peephole [9] and the magic lens
metaphors [2].

In many mid- to large-sized cities, public maps are ubiq-
uitous. They provide information and orientation not only
to tourists, but also to locals who want to explore unfa-
miliar places. These maps are usually designed to address
the most common questions of average users and therefore
contain only general long-term information, such as street
names and places of interest. More specific information,
such as the locations of ATMs, pubs, shops, and restaurants
is typically omitted for reasons of map complexity. The vi-
sualization of too many map elements eventually results in
visual clutter and makes map interpretation difficult – if not
impossible – for the average user [14].

Our implementation of a dynamic peephole interface con-
sists of a camera-equipped mobile device that tracks its posi-
tion above a marker grid. The physical position and distance
of the device relative to the marker grid are used to pan and
zoom to the corresponding location of the map shown on
the display. Our magic lens approach to mobile map in-
teraction takes advantage of the fact that geographic maps
are typically highly structured and applies image analysis to
track device position and orientation. By using their mobile
phones as see-through tools, users can explore geospatial in-
formation on the map (see Figure 1). The main difference
between the dynamic peephole and the magic lens interface
is that the latter provides visual context outside the device
display, while the former does not.

A user study investigates differences in task performance
for mobile map navigation by contrasting the traditional
static peephole interface, the dynamic peephole interface,
and the magic lens interface. The general scenario for all
three map navigation methods was to find an object with



Figure 1: Application example (constructed, left).
Application in use (right).

a specific attribute on the map. The results of this study
demonstrate that users’ search times are significantly re-
duced and the degree of exploration of the search space is
significantly higher for dynamic compared to static peephole
navigation. For the task and the map size studied there was
no significant difference between the dynamic peephole in-
terface and the magic lens, i.e., conditions with and without
visual context.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Various kinds of maps and other geospatial content can

be found on the Internet today. With the growth of the mo-
bile Internet, these geospatial data can be easily retrieved
from mobile devices and, utilizing location based services
(LBS), filtered based on position. Therefore, it is now pos-
sible to use geospatial data on the fly without a desktop
computer. Gartner et al. [4] and Urquhart et al. [20] pro-
vide an overview of the major LBS prototypes that allow
users to display maps and interact with them on a mobile
device through ordinary interaction techniques, i.e., joystick
or key input. Google Maps Mobile1 is a prominent commer-
cial example of a mobile geospatial service.

It is a natural problem to attempt merging the rich geospa-
tial content available to augment existing physical maps.
Mobile devices can serve as hosts for the additional informa-
tion when interacting with a given map. Some approaches
add hyperlink information to locations of a physical map.
The mobile device can then display specific points of inter-
est while the physical map provides a static overview. For
example, Reilly et al. [11] use maps equipped with an array
of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tags to realize the
physical hyperlink. Disadvantages of this approach are the
low spatial resolution (because of the size of the RFID tags)
and the high map production costs. The method was en-
hanced by computer vision techniques [12] to achieve higher
spatial resolution.

The term magic lens was coined to describe the use of
mobile devices to augment a physical background in analogy
to a reading glass. In a mobile augmented reality application
the magic lens is a camera-equipped handheld device that
mediates and enhances the user’s view of the real world [13].

Applying the principle of magic lenses to paper maps is
natural when using a mobile device with an integrated cam-

1http://www.google.de/gmm

era, such as a smartphone or PDA. When positioned over
the map at a certain distance, map features recorded by
the camera can be perceived on the display in real time.
Following the classical video see-through augmented reality
approach, digital geospatial data can then be overlaid over
the images, delivering information to the user originally not
available on the paper map. Geospatial data can be re-
trieved via a Web Map or Web Feature Service. Both are
standardized protocols that allow requesting geospatial data
across the web. This allows users to personalize each paper
map with content of their interest without having the map
cluttered with too much information (see Figure 1).

The magic lens metaphor is related to various forms of
navigating virtual information in the plane. Mehra et al. [9]
compare the dynamic and static peephole metaphors, which
will be explained in detail in the following sections. They
extend the work of Fitzmaurice [3] and Yee [21], and provide
empirical evidence that a dynamic peephole interface is su-
perior for tasks in which spatial relationships are important
and the display size is limited. Mehra et al. use a mouse-
based PC interface and focus on line-length discrimination
whereas we focus on map exploration, target localization,
and remembering a specific target attribute, hence requiring
spatial memorization. The physical context of the interac-
tion is different, since motor control issues of thumb move-
ment vs. arm movement in 3D space play a role. Baudisch
et al. [1] investigate the use of a high resolution focus dis-
play in combination with a lower resolution context display.
Hachet et al. [6] realize a two-handed magic lens interface
by tracking a piece of cardboard that the user moves behind
a camera-equipped device. Sanneblad and Holmquist [17]
use ultrasonic tracking to align a small display with a large
overview in the context of a map application.

In our previous work [18] we have used a marker-based
approach with an UMPC (Ultra Mobile PC) and a Sym-
bian smartphone. The marker-based tracking approach has
the severe drawback of requiring markers of considerable
size scattered all over the map and thus disturbing its ap-
pearance, aesthetics, and overall usability, but the advan-
tage that geospatial data can be precisely augmented on the
map. Wikeye [7] is an approach to improve the understand-
ing of places that combines digital Wikipedia content with a
paper-based map. When the user views a small portion of a
map through her mobile device, Wikipedia-derived content
relating to these spatial objects is offered to the user.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
NAVIGATION METHODS

Overall we have implemented three map navigation clients.
The first and currently most common one is a simple repro-
duction of classical joystick-based map navigation applica-
tions. The two other methods are based on free physical
movement of the mobile device over a grid of markers or
a geographic map with a printed array of small dots. The
marker grid does not provide visual context, whereas the
map interface shows a static map in the background.

3.1 Static Peephole Navigation
Scrolling through a map via joystick input is the standard

interaction technique available for mobile devices. Another
common option is touch screen input. Joystick navigation is
a static peephole interface [9]: the window is static while the



Figure 2: The investigated map navigation methods: in the static peephole interface the virtual map moves
while the physical device is static (left); in the dynamic peephole interface (middle) and the magic lens
interface (right) the physical device moves and the virtual map is static with respect to the background.

content moves behind it. The user must spatially and tem-
porally integrate the movement of the virtual map. We used
a device with a standard non-isometric 4-direction joystick.
In addition, the center can be pressed to make a selection
(see Figure 2, left).

In our implementation, when the joystick button is held
in a direction, a timer generates update events at a rate
of 13 Hz. At each timer event the display content scrolls
by 40 pixels in the respective direction. This corresponds
to 4 mm per update or 52 mm/sec on the testing device.
The scrolling area was limited to the extent of the test map.
For a map size of 1810×1280 pixels, as was used in the test
described below, it thus takes 3.5 sec to scroll from left to
right and 2.5 sec to scroll from top to bottom. The move-
ment velocity was chosen as fast as possible, so that the
features of the map could still be recognized during move-
ment. The performance in the user study is thus limited
by visual perception rather than scrolling speed. This is a
general limitation of rate-controlled scrolling interfaces. If
movement is too fast, users cannot observe the display or
cannot effectively stop at the intended position.

3.2 Dynamic Peephole Navigation without
Visual Context

In this navigation technique, the camera phone is tracked
over a grid of visual markers. Aside from the handheld dis-
play no visual context of the map is available. The grid pro-
vides a fixed frame of reference for the virtual map on the
handheld display. This setup is a dynamic peephole inter-
face [9]: The map is fixed in space while the physical display
is moved. The user has to temporally integrate the layout
of the map. The grid defines a global coordinate system in
which the camera phone can compute its (x,y,z) position
precisely. The tracking method used here is an extension
of the one described in [15]. The markers have been ex-
tended to a capacity of 16 bits: 2×7 bits for index positions
and 2 parity bits. The maximum grid size is thus 128×128
markers or 1024×1024 code coordinate units, which enables
large tracking areas (see Figure 2, middle).

In the original implementation the maximum tracking range
(the distance of the camera lens to the grid surface) was

limited to about 10 cm. This proved insufficient for effective
interactions along the z-dimension. In particular, the range
was too small for mapping to the zoom scale, because slight
distance changes resulted in very rapid zoom scale changes.
To extend the vertical tracking range, we use the digital
zoom feature that is available in many camera phone APIs.
Digital zoom increases the apparent focal length at which
an image was taken by cropping an area at the image cen-
ter with the same aspect ratio as the original image. The
cropped area is rescaled to the original dimensions by inter-
polation. No optical resolution is gained in this process, but
digital zoom is done by the camera and does not have to be
performed by the main processor of the device.

In a pre-experiment, we kept the distance to an object in
the camera view constant, continuously changed the dig-
ital zoom level, and measured the size at which the ob-
ject appeared in the camera view (sizezoomed). We found a
good fit of the measured data to sizezoomed = sizeunzoomed

exp(k level). For the Nokia N80 (20× digital zoom), which
we used in the study described below, the constant k was
determined as k = 0.0345 (R2 = 0.997). With this con-
stant and the above formula the unzoomed distance can be
computed given the current zoom level.

During grid tracking, digital zoom is periodically adjusted,
such that the markers appear at a size best suited for detec-
tion. The algorithm is complicated by the fact that changes
to the zoom level via the camera API are not reflected in
immediate changes in the next camera frame. Instead, the
new digital zoom setting becomes valid with a delay of 2 to
5 frames after the adjustment is made. Therefore, the algo-
rithm computes the unzoomed distance at the old and the
new digital zoom levels and chooses the setting that yields
the smoothest distance curve.

With this method, the vertical recognition range for a grid
with a cell size of 1.5 mm is increased from 10 cm to about
50 cm. The grid interface scales the map shown on the dis-
play in real-time depending on the distance of the camera
lens to the grid by resampling the original map image. Mov-
ing away from the grid is translated to zooming out, moving
closer to the grid to zooming in. This is consistent with the
behavior of the visual context interface described next.



3.3 Magic Lens Navigation with Visual
Context

In this navigation method the camera phone is tracked
over a static map, which at the same time provides visual
context to the user. The user has complete overview of
the static information available on the map. However, the
dynamic information is only shown on the device display
and the user has to switch attention between the device dis-
play and the map to benefit from the static overview. The
approach currently requires an array of small black dots
printed on the map (see Figure 2, right). An alternative
would be horizontal and vertical lines commonly found on
city maps.

The tracking algorithm we use is an improvement of [16].
It computes the position of the camera view on the map
in real-time, so that appropriate graphical overlays can be
generated with pixel-level accuracy. Since objects on the pa-
per map may appear perspectively distorted in the camera
view, this requires (for each camera frame) the computation
of a projective mapping (planar homography) from the map
coordinate system to the image coordinate system. The al-
gorithm performs the following steps:

• Find map dot candidates: In the thresholded image,
connected regions of a certain size and axis ratio are
classified as potential map dots.

• Find edges: An undirected graph with the map dot
candidates as vertices is computed and stored in a
hashtable for efficient lookup.

• Find patches: The map dots subdivide the map into
squared areas with map dots as corners (correlation
patches). This step identifies the four corners of each
correlation patch by iterating over the hashtable and
looking for suitable edges.

• Sample each patch: For each patch a projective map-
ping to a 12×12 pixel area is computed and equally-
spaced gray-value pixel samples are taken.

• Compute correlations: The correlation coefficients be-
tween each patch found in the image and each stored
12×12 pixel map patch are computed. This step is
the most computationally intensive and was thus op-
timized as much as possible.

• Compute maximum correlation indices: For each patch
in the camera image the best correlating map patch
is determined. The result is a list of pairs of image
patches and map patches.

• Find reliable patch: A voting scheme is used to identify
patches whose position on the map has been correctly
recognized. If two patches agree in their prediction of
the cursor position, they are classified as reliable.

• Set map dot coordinates: Since each individual reliable
patch might be too small to provide a stable projective
mapping, graphical overlays are based on a larger area.
A reliable patch serves as a seed to infer the exact
coordinates of the other map dots in the camera image.

• Compute maximum warper: Finally, the perspective
mapping for the graphical overlays is based on the map
dots closest to the image corners.

For performance reasons the interface shows the camera
view of the paper map in gray-scale and overlays the dy-
namic information on top of the camera image. In addition,
only a window of 5×5 patches around the previous position
is considered for correlation to increase performance.

4. USER STUDY
We conducted a user study to compare the three differ-

ent map navigation techniques presented above. Our ini-
tial hypothesis was that dynamic peephole and magic lens
navigation would outperform the static peephole navigation
method (joystick), and that the magic lens (map) interface
with visual context would outperform the dynamic peephole
interface without visual context (grid) (see Figure 2). The
task was chosen such that it combines static long-term in-
formation on the map with dynamic online information. In
all cases, the dynamic information was only available on the
device display.

We chose to augment parking lot symbols on a city map
of Münster, Germany, with hourly rates for parking. The
task was to find the cheapest parking lot on the map. Even
though this task might be easily solved automatically, rather
than letting the user do an extensive search, many tasks ex-
ist where the user does not know in advance which option
she will finally choose. Also, it may not easily be possible
to effectively tell the system her preferences. In such cases
explorative map navigation is beneficial. The advantage of
the used task is that the cheapest rate can easily be reas-
signed to different parking lots and a large number of test
cases can automatically be generated this way. Finding the
cheapest parking lot requires subjects to:

• examine all candidate objects in turn,

• keep the location and amount of the best one in mind,

• determine when the whole space was explored, and

• navigate back to the memorized target;

The study thus combines small display navigation and spa-
tial memory components.

4.1 Participants and Apparatus
The study was conducted with 18 participants, 10 female,

8 male, ages 21-33. The subjects were undergraduates, doc-
toral students, or post-doctoral researchers with varying de-
grees of technical background. None of the subjects was
familiar with the city or the map (see Figure 2, right).

The test was performed on a Nokia N80 Symbian phone.
352×288 pixels (35×29 mm) of the total display area (35 ×
41 mm) were used to show the map. Two identical devices
with this setup were used. During each trial, the (x, y, z) co-
ordinates ((x, y) for joystick) of the motion trajectory were
sampled at an average rate of 7.2 Hz: Holding the non-
isometric 5-way joystick button in one of the directions gen-
erated 13 updates per second. Since subjects repeatedly re-
leased the button to view the display contents, the effective
update rate was 8.0 Hz. The grid method provided 7.0 Hz
and the map method achieved 6.5 Hz. The time to target
selection for each trial and the success or failure of a trial
were recorded. The dimensions of the map in the virtual
workspace were 1810×1280 pixels.

For the physical movement condition without visual con-
text a black-and-white marker grid printed on an A3 sheet



was attached to the wall. For the physical movement condi-
tion with visual context, the city map printed in color on an
A3 sheet was attached to the wall. For each user the height
of the sheets was adjusted such that the upper border was
at eye height.

The joystick interface shows a portion of the map at close-
up view. The grid interface scales the map depending on
the distance. The operable distance range of the map in-
terface is 6-21 cm. The recognition rate is quite uniform
for grid because of the dynamic digital zoom feature and
drops significantly for map as one approaches the limits of
the recognition range. To give feedback about the distance
limits, the text “too close” and “too far,” respectively, was
displayed when users left the recognition range. For the grid
method, a maximum distance for showing the rates was set
in order to provide a distance performance comparable to
the map interface. This distance was chosen such that the
size of the zoomed area visible on the screen was identical
to that visible with the map technique at the boundary of
the recognition range.

4.2 Tasks
The general scenario for all three map navigation meth-

ods was the same. Users had to find the cheapest among
13 parking lots on the map. Each parking lot was marked
with a blue P symbol. There was always a unique cheapest
target present on the map. The cheapest rate varied ran-
domly between e 0.50 and e 1.20. Increments were e 0.10
or e 0.20. Duplicates were possible (except for the cheapest
rate). The rates were randomly assigned to P symbols and
displayed in red with a black shadow below each P symbol.

A single trial consisted of navigating the map using the
given method and finally selecting the target. At any time
the P symbol closest to the cursor on the screen’s center
was highlighted with a red frame. We did not require users
to exactly locate the cursor on the target, since we are not
focusing on a Fitts’ law task, but on mobile map navigation.
After each selection the subject was informed about success
or failure of the trial and the next trial could be started.
15 trials were done for each condition.

4.3 Design
The study was set up as a within-participants design with

the map navigation method as the single factor.

• Joystick : static peephole navigation on the display
only.

• Grid : dynamic peephole navigation with a spatially
tracked display and visualization on the display only.

• Map: magic lens navigation with a spatially tracked
display. Visualization on the display (camera image
plus overlays) and static visual context with the paper
map on the wall.

The order of navigation methods was counterbalanced and
presented in blocks. For example, all joystick interactions
happened in one block without allowing the user to switch to
another method. The assignment of rates to each P symbol
within the trials was randomized as described above. With
15 trials per method, 3 methods per subject, and 18 subjects
the test application on the devices recorded 806 trials and a
total of 177,489 cursor events. Four trials were lost due to
participants accidentally exiting the test application.

4.4 Procedure
Initially, participants were given a written task descrip-

tion. Next, each method was briefly demonstrated and the
limits of the recognition range shown. The height of the
map and the grid sheet were adjusted to the subject’s body
height. This initial phase took about 10 to 15 minutes. The
participants performed the methods in the order given by
the test application. There were no practice trials before
the actual test. After each trial, there was a pause screen
that informed the user about the number of completed trials
in this block and the current navigation method. Subjects
were requested not to talk during trials but only when the
pause screen appeared. When the participants were ready,
they clicked the right selection button on the camera phone
to start the next trial. Target selection was done with the
center joystick button. After the actual test users were asked
to rate the map navigation techniques by filling out a mod-
ified version of the “user interface evaluation questionnaire”
of ISO 9241-9 [8] with only a single Fatigue category. The
ISO questionnaire is a seven-point rating evaluation. Higher
scores denote a better rating. The total time each partici-
pant took was about 50 minutes.

4.5 Results
All participants were able to complete the task for all

methods. The main performance measures taken are trial
time and error rate. Trial time is the time from the start of a
trial until the selection is made. The error rate is the ratio of
selections made on another than the cheapest parking lot.
The overall average trial time is 31.7 sec (95% confidence
interval: 30.8-32.6 sec) and the overall average error rate
is 15% (95% confidence interval: 9-21%). In these numbers,
outliers more than 2 standard deviations from the mean and
the first trial of each navigation method are excluded. Fig-
ure 3 shows (from left to right) the average trial times, error
rates, target omission ratios, and viewing times per target
by navigation method. With 29.4 sec grid is 23% faster and
with 28.3 sec map is 26% faster than joystick (38.4 sec).
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on trial times shows a
significant effect of navigation method (F(2,720) = 56.15, p
< 0.001). Pairwise tests reveal that the differences between
joystick and grid (F(1,479) = 65.21, p < 0.001) and between
joystick and map (F(1,477) = 92.25, p < 0.001) are signifi-
cant, but surprisingly the difference between map and grid
is not (F(1,484) = 1.41, p = 0.236). The differences in er-
ror rate are within the limits of the 95% confidence interval
and thus not significant at the 5% level. We also examined
the coverage of target candidates, i.e., the number of tar-
gets that were visited and present on the display, in order to
estimate the degree of exploration of the search space. Can-
didate coverage was significantly lower for joystick (82.5%)
than for grid (89.2%) and map (88.7%) (F(2,747) = 11.98, p
< 0.001). Coverage differences between map and grid were
not significant (F(1,499) = 0.52, p = 0.4712).

A noticeable learning effect was only present for the first
trial of each method (see Figure 4). In the ISO question-
naire joystick was rated best for force, smoothness, accu-
racy, overall operation, and fatigue. Grid was rated best
for effort, speed, and comfort. However, the answers varied
strongly, which is reflected in the large confidence intervals
(see Figure 5). None of the differences is significant at the
5% level.
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4.6 Motion and Search Strategies
Figures 6, 7, and 8 demonstrate typical traces of single tri-

als for the different navigation methods. All traces show suc-
cessful selections and are from the first block, i.e., user be-
havior is not influenced by preceding navigation techniques.
The green dot indicates the start of the trial, the red dot
denotes the selection position. Each P symbol is labeled
with the duration of visibility on the device display. Sym-
bols that were never visited have a value of 0.0 sec and are
highlighted with a red frame. In the joystick condition de-
picted in Figure 6 two P symbols were never examined (visit
time 0.0 sec). Each point on the trace represents a position
update. Closely spaced points thus denote slow movement.

The joystick trace starts with a movement down to the map
borders and then continues with a more or less systematic
exploration of the space. In the grid condition the user
performs a counter clockwise circular movement of nearly
constant velocity (see Figure 7). The velocity in the map
condition varies much more (see Figure 8). The user moves
quickly from symbol to symbol and does not lose time in-
between. The movement is strongly influenced by the posi-
tions of the P symbols, therefore visual context appears to
help performing the task. The participant seems to rely on
the visual context to quickly acquire the next target.

4.7 Discussion
The dynamic peephole and the magic lens navigation meth-

ods clearly outperform the static navigation method. How-
ever, other than expected map did not turn out to be sub-
stantially faster than grid, even though map provides static
visual context in a second layer of information. We found
two potential reasons that might account for this result, one
rooted in system performance, the other in human visual
perception.

On the technical side, the implementation of map has a
slightly lower update rate and lower recognition reliability.
The recognition reliability of grid is quite insensitive to the
distance between the marker surface and the lens, because
of the dynamic digital zoom feature. In contrast, map has
a more restricted distance range and recognition reliability
decreases as one approaches the limits of the recognition
range. The dynamic zoom feature could in principle also be
included in the map interface, but it might be distracting if
the zoom level automatically follows the movement and al-
ways keeps the objects in the camera view at a constant size.
An alternative would be to not show the camera image, but
a continuously scaled virtual version of the map, as in the
grid technique. This would have the additional advantage
that the display quality does not depend on the quality and
resolution of the camera image.

In terms of human visual perception, switching between
the two layers of visual presentation as is necessary with the
map interface might incur higher costs than expected. With
each switch of layers the user’s eyes have to refocus on the
new depth and locate the intended object on the new layer.
Since the P symbols on the map were relatively large and
had a different color from the surrounding area they could
easily be spotted at a glance and even if slightly out of fo-
cus. For smaller elements this effect might be more severe.
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Another issue is that the frame of the device occludes part
of the background layer. This is not a problem for moving
towards a target that is far from the previous location, but
for moving within clusters of objects being densely spaced.
In such cases the user has to look around the handheld de-
vice in order to see the background. Larger map sizes, which
would spread the map’s elements over a larger area, might
be beneficial to reduce occlusions. Even though we told the
participants in the beginning of the test that they should
use the paper map in combination with the mobile device, a
few concentrated on the mobile display without ever looking
at the background. This behavior might be due to the un-
familiarity of the subjects with hybrid interaction methods.

These results are of course strongly influenced by the cho-
sen task, which required users to look onto the mobile device
display to see the fees for the parking lots. The background
only provided information about the locations of the park-
ing lots. Other tasks might allow gaining more information
from the static map in the visual context, which should re-
duce the time needed for interaction with the device. In
such a situation the map interface is expected to show clear
advantages in comparison to the grid technique.

5. CONCLUSIONS & FURTHER WORK
This work compares three methods for navigating in ge-

ographic maps using mobile devices: a traditional joystick-
controlled interface and two interfaces based on visual track-
ing. The first is a dynamic peephole interface without visual
context. It is implemented by tracking a camera-equipped
mobile phone over a marker grid and enables access to differ-
ent parts of a map through physical movement. The second
follows a magic lens approach that provides seamless real-
time tracking over a printed map and augments the focused
part with graphical overlays. The main contribution is the
investigation of mobile map navigation comparing virtual
and physical movement and the impact of visual context.
The comparison was done in an unobtrusive way with off-
the-shelf camera phones.

The results demonstrate that map exploration performance
is better when moving a device over a static map, than when
moving a virtual map behind a static device. In addition,
more of the map space is explored in the device-tracking
condition. The results also indicate that for the task and
map size chosen providing visual context does not automat-
ically lead to performance improvements. Switching visual
attention seems to incur some cost. We will explore this
interesting result in more detail in a separate study in the
future. The chosen task involved simple spatial exploration
and required navigation to all candidate objects on the map
and inspecting them through the device display. The magic
lens approach is expected to show a much better perfor-
mance if more information can be acquired from the static
map without requiring mediation by the device.

In the magic lens condition the small dots seemed to be
unobtrusive; many participants did not even notice them.
They can be replaced by grid lines commonly found on many
city maps. The grid method has been used in earlier studies
and has matured and gained robustness in the process. The
map method was newly developed.

In the future, we want to increase the numbers of modali-
ties. Haptic feedback can be added to give feedback if users
cross the mobile device over a P symbol. Such feedback
could help users to select targets more accurately. Map soni-



fication is a well studied technique. Effective map sonifica-
tion can help vision-impaired users to explore topographic
data for problem solving and decision making. Adding more
modalities to our approach for exploring a map with a multi-
modal interface provides new user interface metaphors that
hold potential for a wide range of users, such as people who
have problems reading a map or visually impaired persons.

Besides adding more modalities another question to be
pursued in the future is that of people’s spatial knowledge
acquisition [5] through mobile map interaction. When ex-
ploring an unfamiliar environment, a major spatial cognition
task consists of acquiring different types of spatial knowl-
edge, such as landmark, route, and survey knowledge [10,
19]. It needs to be investigated, which of the navigation
strategies facilitates such knowledge acquisition and why.
One possible method is to have subjects draw sketch maps
of the presented environment and analyze them with regard
to their elements. A possibly important factor for the study
results regarding the map navigation technique is how often
users switch between the paper map and the mobile display.
A large number of such switches could lead to a better over-
all understanding of the environment but might also lead to
higher distraction and therefore increased task complexity.
The use of an eye-tracking apparatus would allow investi-
gating such questions.
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